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The American decorator Elsie de Wolfe (1858–1950) was the international set’s preeminent
hostess in Paris during the interwar years. She had a legendary villa in Versailles, where in the
late 1930s she held two fabulous parties—her Circus Balls—that marked the end of the social
scene that her friend Cole Porter perfectly captured in his songs, as the clouds of war swept
through Europe. Charlie Scheips tells the story of these glamorous parties using a wealth of
previously unpublished photographs and introducing a large cast of aristocrats, beauties,
politicians, fashion designers, movie stars, moguls, artists, caterers, florists, party planners, and
decorators. A landmark work of social history and a poignant vision of a vanished world,
Scheips’s book belongs on the shelf with Abrams’ classics such as Slim Aarons: Once Upon A
Time and Tony Duquette.



Elsie de NY Giants

Anna: The Biography, Those Wild Wyndhams: Three Sisters at the Heart of Power, Capote's
Women: A True Story of Love, Betrayal, and a Swan Song for an Era, Three-Martini Afternoons
at the Ritz: The Rebellion of Sylvia Plath & Anne Sexton, When the Astors Owned New York:
Blue Bloods and Grand Hotels in a Gilded Age, A Table in Paris: The Cafés, Bistros,
and Brasseries of the World's Most Romantic City, Werner's Nomenclature of Colours: Adapted
to Zoology, Botany, Chemistry, Mineralogy, Anatomy, and the Arts, The Company I Keep: My Life
in Beauty, The Chiffon Trenches: A Memoir, Wasps: The Splendors and Miseries of an American
Aristocracy, The Story of the Country House: A History of Places and People, The Bettencourt
Affair: The World's Richest Woman and the Scandal That Rocked Paris, French Pastry Made
Simple: Foolproof Recipes for Éclairs, Tarts, Macarons and More, Only Yesterday: An Informal
History of the 1920s (Harper Perennial Modern Classics), Last Boat Out of Shanghai: The Epic
Story of the Chinese Who Fled Mao's Revolution, Empress of Fashion: A Life of Diana Vreeland,
The House of Fragile Things: Jewish Art Collectors and the Fall of France, The House in Good
Taste: Design Advice from America's First Interior Decorator (Dover Architecture), Made for
Living: Collected Interiors for All Sorts of Styles, The Swans of Fifth Avenue: A Novel, Live
Beautiful, French Secrets about Home and Décor: L'Art de Vivre (Like the French Book 2), The
Dig: A Novel Based on True Events



L. Gelinas, “A wonderful achievement on a fascinating topic. Even if you have only a passing
interest in pre-War European/American society or Elsie de Wolfe herself, BUY THIS BOOK. It is
endlessly fascinating. The author has dug deep into his subject and the texts and captions are
so well written and informative. But it is the photographs, most of them never published, that
make this an engrossing volume. Mr. Scheips's background as the founder of the Conde Nast
Archives really shows! His enthusiasm and respect for this "lost world" is infectious, yet his tone
is neither booster-ish nor overly sentimental.”

Donald L. MacGregor, “Its brilliant, for the multiples layers of meaning in the .... Elsie de Wolfe's
Paris arrived yesterday(finally!) and I devoured it. I’m so captivated by this extraordinary time
capsule Charlie Scheips has assembled. Its brilliant, for the multiples layers of meaning in the
storytelling to the detailed research of finding the name of the caterer found on the paper cups
holding the petit-fours. The “Swelligant” design and enchanting B&W photos and the ephemera;
"art" and cartoons. My single favorite is the full page photo of Cecil Beaton in drag as Lady
Mendl. It's so inspired, and the reference to the Cole Porter lyric describing the 'gay spirit' that
Lady Mendl had in "the talent to amuse" from "If Love Were All" is an all-time favorite.”

Samantha Morse, “Those were the days!. This is a very well researched and chatty book. I found
it to be a fascinating glimopse into the "last hurrah" of the privileged and famous at an event that
was to be the last big party before the onset of WWII in France. An enjoyable book about a
woman who had a great life, and was truely one of a kind. For anyone interested in fashion or
decorating, this is a must read.”

Sacheverelle, “This is just a beautiful book full of black and white photos and fabulous .... This is
just a beautiful book full of black and white photos and fabulous illustrations of an elegant,
bygone era just before WWII. One can only dream of how it was back then to be at Elsie's villa,
drinking champagne, chatting with the likes of Cecil Beaton, Coco Chanel and Wallis
Simpson..Very evocative.”

Stephen C. Erskine, “Playing with fire. If anyone is curious to see and learn how the "other half"
lived in prewar Paris, this book provides the answer. They literally played right up to the point of
the German invasion in 1939, and then headed for the border. Does this reader feel any
sympathy for them? The answer is an unqualified NO. But, reading about them does make for
interesting entertainment.”

David Tooke, “i guess photography CAN be art..... A gorgeous book! The black and white
photos are magnificent.”



steven burger, “Waiting for the movie of this remarkable woman's life. .... Waiting for the movie of
this remarkable woman's life. Meryl Streep of course should play Elsie. Rosie O'Donnell should
be Elizabeth Marbury (no slouch herself) What a combo. Read several bios and this gorgeous
book reflects Elsie de Wolfe's lifestyle and the era she help shape.”

DonaldDuck0304, “Lady Mendel;s World. If you're interested in reading about the First Lady of
interior design, then this is the book for you. It was a different era and the emphasis was placed
on ostentatious behavior and frivolity.  See how the other half lived......”

Cran Bockus, “Much more than an attractive coffee table centrepiece, this .... Much more than
an attractive coffee table centrepiece, this book is a masterful study of the Gilded Age, and its
cast of glitterati and rich and infamous. Schall's phtogtaphs sefrve the texrt well. Cousin Elsie
emerges as a charater who  could reinvent herself  when the occasion demanded”

cherstinne, “une merveille. Livre d'une élégance à perdre le souffle, photos choisis d' une main
très sûre, en plus encore une lesbienne américaine à donner de l'éclat au grand monde parisien
avec toujours une  générosité à aimer”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great images.. Reading now.”

John, “Five Stars. Very interesting book”

The book by Charlie Scheips has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 43 people have provided feedback.
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